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SUBMISSION FORM
I have reviewed and approved the data submitted by the agency in the following online forms: 
• Reorganization and Compliance
• Strategic Plan Results




• Report or Review
I have reviewed and approved the financial report summarizing the agency’s budget and actual 
expenditures, as entered by the agency into the South Carolina Enterprise Information System. 
The information submitted is complete and accurate to the extent of my knowledge. 
AGENCY DIRECTOR
(SIGN AND DATE): Signature on file. 
(TYPE/PRINT NAME): Rusty Monhollon 
BOARD/CMSN CHAIR
(SIGN AND DATE): Signature on file. 
(TYPE/PRINT NAME): Wes Hayes 
H030
 First Name Last Name Role/Title Phone Email Address
Georges Tippens Deputy Director and General Counsel 803-737-1567 gtippens@che.sc.gov
 First Name Last Name Role/Title Phone Email Address
Bunnie Ward Communications 803-737-1397 bward@che.sc.gov
Adopted in:
Adopted in:




Established and hired a Deputy Director 
and General Counsel for the Agency None Changes to Internal and External Operations
Please list significant events related to the agency that occurred in FY 2020-2021.
Does the agency intend to make any other major reorganization to divisions, departments, or programs to allow the agency to operate more effectively and 
efficiently in FY 2021-22?
Note: It is not recommended that agencies plan major reorganization projects every year.  This section should remain blank unless there is a need for 
reorganization.
Yes
The agency is reconfiguring some of its vacant positions to make operations more efficient and productive. This includes changing position descriptions to combine work 
previously completed by multiple staff; In addition, the agency created a new workforce development manager position to coordinate higher education and the state's 
workforce, which will report to the Office of President and Executive Director; the President and Executive Director is also constantly looking at existing staff and vacant 
positions to explore changes to optimally deliver services.
Is the agency in compliance with S.C. Code Ann. § 2-1-220, which requires submission of certain reports to the Legislative Services Agency for publication 
online and the State Library?  See also S.C. Code Ann. § 60-2-20.
Yes
If not, please explain why.
Agency Mission
The S.C. Commission on Higher Education is committed to promoting access, affordability, and quality in the state system of higher education through coordination, 
regulation, advocacy and oversight, as directed by the General Assembly
1990
Agency Vision
The S.C. Commission on Higher Education values:
 •The importance of quality higher education
 •The accessibility of this education to the citizens of the state
 •The accountability of the institutions to their students and the General Assembly
 •Excellence on the part of its staff in performing its functions
 •Excellence on the part of the institutions in providing educational opportunities
 •Affordability of higher education in South Carolina to the citizens of the state
1990
Recommendations for reorganization requiring legislative change.
No
Secondary Contact
FY 2020-2021 Agency Accountability Report
Reorganization and Compliance Responses:
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the




These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Yes
Is the agency in compliance with various requirements to transfer its records, including electronic ones, to the Department of Archives and History?  See 
the Public Records Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 20-1-10 through 20-1-180) and the South Carolina Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 26-6-10 
through 26-10-210).
Yes
Does the law allow the agency to promulgate regulations?
Yes
Please list the law number(s) which gives the agency the authority to promulgate regulations.
59-58-40; 59-58-50; 59-58-80; 59-104-20; 59-104-25; 59-104-210; 59-103-17; 59-103-45; 59-103-195; 59-149-130
Has the agency promulgated any regulations?
Yes
Is the agency in compliance with S.C. Code Ann. § 1-22-120(J), which requires an agency to conduct a formal review of its regulations every five years?
Reorganization and Compliance FY 2020‐2021
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AGENCY’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
Creation of Agency 
The South Carolina Commission on Higher Education (CHE), established in 1967, serves as the coordinating 
board for South Carolina’s 33 public institutions of higher learning. In addition to partnering with institutions to 
deliver an effective statewide higher education system, the CHE acts both as an oversight entity on behalf of the 
General Assembly and an advocate for the citizens of South Carolina as they seek postsecondary education 
opportunities to improve their lives and those of their families. 
Composition of the Commission 
The CHE is governed by a board of 15 members appointed by the Governor pursuant to S.C. Code §59-103-10. 
There are four statewide at-large members, with one appointed as chair; one member from each of the state’s 
seven Congressional Districts; three members who serve as college and university trustees representing the 
public research institutions, four-year comprehensive teaching institutions, and technical colleges; and one non-
voting ex officio member who is a sitting president of an independent college and represents the independent 
higher learning institutions. Members representing Congressional Districts are appointed by the Governor upon 
recommendation of a majority of the senators and representatives comprising the District’s legislative 
delegation. The remaining members are recommended and appointed on the advice and consent of the Senate. 
Commissioners serve four-year terms with the exception of the institutional representatives who serve two-year 
terms. All members continue to serve until a replacement is named.  
The Commission currently consists of the following members: 
Mr. Wes Hayes, Chair Rock Hill At-Large 
Dr. Bettie Rose Horne, Vice Chair Greenwood 3rd Congressional District 
Mr. Charles E. Dalton Greenville At-Large 
Mr. Devron H. Edwards Chapin At-Large 
Mr. Ben W. Satcher, Jr. Lexington At-Large 
Mrs. Terrye C. Seckinger Mt. Pleasant 1st Congressional District 
Admiral Charles Munns Aiken 2nd Congressional District 
Ms. Julie Godshall Brown Greenville 4th Congressional District 
Mr. Patrick White Fort Mill 5th Congressional District 
Dr. Cleveland Sellers Denmark 6th Congressional District 
Mr. Edgar Dyer Myrtle Beach 7th Congressional District 
Mr. Hugh Mobley Lancaster Public Research University Sector 
Dr. Linda L. Dolny – Clinton Public Four-Year College and Universities Sector 
Mr. Paul O. Batson – Greer Public Technical Colleges Sector 
Dr. Mark Smith – Columbia Independent College Sector 
Commissioners currently serve on one or more of three standing committees: The Committee on Academic 
Affairs and Licensing, the Committee on Access & Equity and Student Services, or the Committee on Finance and 
Facilities. 
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Internally, the Commission on Higher Education is divided into six agency offices: the Office of the President and 
Executive Director; the Office of Academic Affairs and Licensing; the Office of Governmental Affairs and 
Communications; the Office of Student Affairs, the Office of Fiscal Affairs, and the Office of Research-Data and 
Information Technology. Below is a summary of each office’s responsibilities. 
Functions of the Office of President and Executive Director 
Internal Operations. Staff of the Office of President and Executive Director handle non-fiscal related internal 
operations for the entire agency. This includes providing legal support to agency leadership and the Commission 
Board, approving procurement requests, developing the agency’s internal operating budget, liaising with the 
Department of Administration human resources team, records management, and developing and ensuring 
compliance with agency and state policies.  
During FY 2020-21, the agency reduced its physical space footprint through a newly executed 10-year lease, 
moving from occupation of two floors (approximately 23,000 square feet) to one floor (approximately 13,000) at 
1122 Lady Street. In conjunction with the reduction of office space, the Office of President and Executive 
Director piloted a telecommuting project and developed Bonus and Tuition Reimbursement policies to increase 
staff morale. Office staff also conducted a comprehensive staffing assessment to develop staffing efficiencies 
across offices and plan for filling vacant staffing positions. 
Permanent Improvement Projects. One of the statutory responsibilities of the agency is to review and provide 
recommendation to move forward with permanent improvement project plans submitted by public higher 
education institutions. Staff review and analyze the project submittals, which are then vetted by the Committee 
on Finance and Facilities and the full Commission. During FY 2020-21, the Commission held 9 meetings and 
recommended 40 projects for approval. In addition, staff reviewed and processed changes to 70 projects, which 
included reviewing requests to change funding sources, closing an open project after all expenditures posted, or 
other similar procedural requests for which the Commission granted authority to staff to review.  
Comprehensive Permanent Improvement Plan (CPIP). The CPIP includes an institution’s permanent 
improvement projects anticipated or proposed over the next five years. The CHE is charged in statute with 
reviewing all the CPIP submittals from public institutions and prioritizing the projects. For the 2020-21 CPIP, CHE 
staff classified projects related to their primary purpose, such as maintenance or renovation, and created a 
framework to prioritize projects planned for fiscal year 2021-22 into four different priority tiers. 
Functions of the Office of Academic Affairs 
Academic Program Review. The CHE must approve all new academic programs proposed by a public institution 
before that program can be offered to students. The CHE fulfills this statutory responsibility by considering new 
program proposals at regularly scheduled meetings throughout the year. Staff review and analyze institutional 
proposals comparing the new programs to other offerings in the state to minimize duplication. In addition, staff 
verify the local and industry need for potential graduates of that discipline. In FY 2020-21, 53 new academic 
degree programs were approved by the Commission. CHE staff reviewed and approved institutional proposals 
to modify—by changing curricula, concentrations, or sites—110 academic degree programs, and institutional 
proposals to terminate 38 programs, concentrations, or sites.  
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Program Productivity. The CHE ensures that academic programs offered by public colleges and universities are 
effective, relevant to the economy, and do not unnecessarily duplicate existing program offerings. This is 
achieved, in part, through a biennial review of bachelor and graduate degree programs’ productivity based on 
enrollment and number of degrees awarded during the review period. The most recent report on program 
productivity encompassed program data from FY 2014 through FY 2018. Of the 835 programs reviewed, 
143 programs, or 17.3% were found to be noncompliant with required enrollment and degree awards. Of these, 
institutions are terminating 15 programs, with the remainder under current review for exemption or probation. 
Of the 835 reviewed based on FY 2014-18 data, CHE staff determined 82.9% were compliant with performance 
goals. Additionally, the CHE reviews associate degrees annually. 
Licensing. The CHE is the sole authority for licensing nonpublic postsecondary institutions operating or 
soliciting in South Carolina. Licenses are both site- and program-specific. The CHE licenses degree- and non-
degree-granting institutions, which may be for-profit, non-profit, or out-of-state public institutions. In 
FY 2020-21, CHE licensed 64 institutions operating 223 locations. As of Fall 2020, 8,387 students were enrolled 
at licensed, degree-granting postsecondary institutions in the state. The CHE also serves a consumer protection 
role for students enrolled at licensed institutions. During FY 2020-21, CHE staff responded to 4 complaints filed 
against licensed and exempt institutions. The CHE also provided support for students who were impacted due 
to the closure of licensed institutions. In addition, the CHE serves as a repository for student records from 
closed institutions. During FY 2020-21, CHE staff processed 82 transcript requests from students seeking 
verification of education.  
Transfer and Articulation: South Carolina Transfer and Articulation Center (SC TRAC). The CHE developed SC 
TRAC to enable students to locate information related to transfer and access agreements. SC TRAC helps 
students save both time and money by facilitating the transfer of courses between institutions and by helping 
students better plan their degree completion progress. In FY 2020-21, the SC TRAC website had a total of 
14,423 unique visitors and 58,323 new course equivalencies added by South Carolina public colleges and 
universities. Course equivalencies are existing courses at other S.C. public postsecondary institutions that the 
institutions have deemed as equivalent to the course the student took at the original S.C. public postsecondary 
institution. Since the site’s launch in April 2010, there has been a 273% increase in course equivalencies 
between the institutions (555,260 at launch compared to 1,513,887 at the end of FY 2020-21). In addition, 
during FY 2020-21, 120 students used the Transfer Check feature to determine transferability toward specific 
degree program requirements at public four-year institutions. 
State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement (SARA). SARA is a voluntary, interstate reciprocity agreement that 
establishes comparable standards for interstate offerings of postsecondary distance education. Its member 
states and U.S. territories recognize each other’s participating institutions as eligible to enroll students in 
distance education programs. The CHE is the portal agency for SARA in South Carolina. During FY 2020-21, 
39 South Carolina institutions participated in SARA, including 13 from the Comprehensive and Research sectors, 
11 from the Technical College System, 14 from the Independent sector, and one from the private-for-profit 
sector. From January 1, 2014, to June 1, 2015, the three research institutions reported spending $515,000 on 
interstate authorization activities. In comparison, since becoming SARA participants in 2016, the same 
institutions have incurred costs of only $178,000 for the same or greater level of interstate access, in addition 
to reducing the difficulty of securing state authorization from each state in which the institutions offered online 
courses. 
SmartState. The SmartState Program is a collaboration between industry, academia, and government. As 
required by statute, operational support, staff, and approval of all necessary funds for the operation of the 
SmartState Program Review Board is provided by the CHE. Since its inception in 2002, SmartState has awarded 
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$197.6 million to South Carolina’s three research universities, which has been used to establish and operate 
51 Research Centers of Economic Excellence. In 19 years, the program has had a $3.2 billion economic impact, 
including creating more than $929 million in labor income for South Carolinians that may not have existed 
otherwise. As of June 30, 2021, the SmartState Program has attracted more than $1.5 billion in non-state 
investment and aided in the creation of 15,842 jobs with salaries averaging $75,000 a year. 
Southern Regional Education Board Programs (SREB). The Academic Common Market (ACM) and the Regional 
Contract Program are two SREB initiatives that provide access to academic programs not offered in a student’s 
resident state. These programs provide in-state tuition to students enrolled in programs offered by institutions 
in participating SREB states. Since 1949, South Carolina’s membership has provided tuition savings for residents 
in health professions, including optometry and veterinary medicine through the Regional Contract Program. 
During the 2020-21 academic year, 121 South Carolina students enrolled in the Regional Contract Program and 
137 South Carolina students enrolled in ACM programs, which resulted in significant out-of-state tuition savings 
for each of those groups. Academic Affairs staff serve as SREB state coordinators, trained to help determine 
student residency, program eligibility, and to provide guidance and services to in-state and out-of-state 
residents interested or enrolled in the programs. 
Educator Preparation. The CHE works with the S.C. Department of Education to approve programs related to 
the preparation of teachers and other school professionals, and on national initiatives through the Council of 
Chief State School Officers. The CHE oversees the Center for Educator Recruitment, Retention, and 
Advancement (CERRA) and professional development. Additionally, the CHE partners with the State Higher 
Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) organization and private institutions to increase the number of African 
American males pursuing education degrees to work in the teaching profession. 
EIA Centers of Excellence. Centers of Excellence is a competitive grants program conducted through the CHE. 
Grantees establish a state-of-the-art resource center related to the improvement of teacher education. Each 
five-year grant enables centers to concentrate on assisting low-performing schools and districts by providing 
training and support to teachers in those schools and districts. Since the first Center of Excellence was funded in 
1987, over 30 different centers have received funding across South Carolina. During FY 2020-21, CHE academic 
affairs staff managed eight Centers of Excellence active grants. With the grant funding, the centers convened 
65 professional development workshops on issues such as college and career readiness and promoting teaching 
as a profession and presented on best practices at 12 state or national conferences. 
Functions of the Office of Governmental Affairs and Communications 
The Office of Governmental Affairs and Communications oversees the agency’s legislative affairs and public 
relations. During FY 2020-21, staff issued 196 posts across the agency’s active social media accounts. 
Collectively, these posts generated 179,000 impressions and 5,800 minutes of video views. During FY 2020-21, 
staff developed a new external newsletter, created a frequently asked questions page for the public related to 
COVID-19, and organized a press conference highlighting the importance for additional needs-based funding. 
Other functions include monitoring potential legislation affecting higher ed and serving as the agency’s 
ombudsman for constituent concerns. 
Functions of the Office of Student Affairs 
Palmetto Fellows Scholarship (PF). The PF is the highest monetary scholarship awarded in the merit-based 
programs. Full-time in-state students receive $6,700 their freshman year and $7,500 their sophomore through 
senior years. In addition, students majoring in a science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) 
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program are eligible for an additional $2,500 annual award. Staff create and disseminate the PF application to 
high school counselors and receive completed student applications to determine scholarship eligibility. During 
FY 2020-21, CHE staff reviewed 3,442 first-time applications for PF eligibility. Staff maintain all data, manage 
transfer requests, monitor students’ continued eligibility status, and update the statewide database. 
Additionally, staff promulgate regulations and work with the S.C. General Assembly to draft legislation affecting 
this and other scholarship programs. For the 2020-21 academic year, South Carolina institutions awarded 
$78.5 million in Palmetto Fellows Scholarship funding to 9,352 eligible recipients.  
LIFE and HOPE Scholarships. LIFE and HOPE scholarships are two merit-based scholarships available to residents 
attending eligible institutions in South Carolina. LIFE Scholars receive $5,000 per year, which includes a book 
stipend. In addition, students majoring in a STEM field are eligible for an additional $2,500 award. HOPE scholars 
receive $2,800, which includes a book stipend, only for their freshman year. The LIFE scholarship may be used at 
two- or four-year institutions, while the HOPE Scholarship may be used at eligible four-year institutions only. 
Staff host annual trainings with institutional financial aid officers from around the state to ensure the programs 
are implemented accurately at each institution. Additionally, staff work with high school counseling personnel to 
train them on the scholarship requirements and assist students, families, and institutions with the eligibility 
questions or concerns. During FY 2020-21, staff hosted 15 training sessions and conducted 12 site visits to South 
Carolina high schools. For the 2020-21 academic year, South Carolina institutions awarded $243.2 million in LIFE 
Scholarship funding to 48,638 eligible recipients and awarded $13.1 million in HOPE Scholarship funding to 
4,664 eligible recipients. 
Lottery Tuition Assistance Program (LTAP). LTAP funds are awarded to eligible students at two-year institutions, 
including high school students attempting college-level coursework through dual enrollment programs. Award 
amounts are up to the cost of tuition of public two-year institutions after accounting for all other federal and 
state aid. CHE staff work with institutions and students to ensure scholarship requirements are understood. For 
the 2020-21 academic year, South Carolina institutions awarded $51.1 million in LTAP funding to 38,634 eligible 
recipients.  
Scholarship Appeals. Students may file an appeal with the CHE to retain or regain a scholarship due to an 
extenuating circumstance after a negative finding. Upon receiving an appeal, staff review documentation, verify 
student GPA, prepare a case file, and make a determination. Upon receiving a second negative decision, 
students may subsequently file an additional appeal to a nine-member committee consisting of one or more 
members from the following groups: legislators, CHE commissioners, school district superintendents, 
representatives from the public and private sectors, and local business leaders. Staff provide the committee 
members training on eligibility, review criteria, and student case files. The decision of the committee is final. 
During FY 2020-21, CHE staff processed 196 appeals for the Palmetto Fellows, LIFE, and HOPE Scholarship 
programs and the appeals committee adjudicated 34 appeals.  
Need-Based Grant (NBG). The South Carolina NBG program provides funding for the state’s neediest students. 
These funds are available for students attending eligible two- and four-year institutions in South Carolina. The 
award amount is up to $2,500 per academic year and is awarded based on the results of the Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). CHE staff determine the grant funding that each institution receives each year by 
formula, while the institutions determine the actual award amount an eligible student may receive. The funding 
is awarded on a first-come, first-serve basis, based on the submission date of the completed FAFSA by the 
student. Students participating in an eligible College Transition Program (CTP), as well as eligible foster care 
youth, can receive additional NBG funding. CHE staff are responsible for working closely with the five CTPs, the 
S.C. Department of Social Services, and higher education institutions to ensure appropriate awarding. During the
2020-21 academic year, 29,641 students participated in the NBG program, an increase from 27,379 students the
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previous year. These students received $31.0 million in NBG funds, an increase of $700,000 compared with the 
2019-20 academic year.  
South Carolina National Guard College Assistance Program (CAP). The CAP provides financial assistance for 
eligible S.C. Air and Army National Guard members. Staff, in coordination with the South Carolina National 
Guard and college and university representatives, maintain the CAP database to confirm and verify eligibility for 
CAP awards, process invoices from eligible South Carolina colleges and universities, and provide regulatory 
guidance regarding the program.  
College Goal South Carolina (College Goal). College Goal provides an opportunity for students and guardians to 
receive free assistance in completing and submitting the FAFSA, a necessary step for students to receive federal 
and state, and in some cases, institutional financial assistance. Staff update and administer the registration 
process for College Goal South Carolina events through the SCCANGO.org website, design promotional 
materials, recruit institutions as sites for College Goal, host meetings to provide training to institutions, and 
develop manuals for students and families to use as guides through the financial aid process.  
College Application Month South Carolina (CAM). The goal of CAM is to provide a forum for all South Carolina 
seniors to complete and file college applications. Staff perform similar activities as the College Goal program but 
with the focus on helping students complete and submit college applications instead of the FAFSA. In 
FY 2020-21, 231 high schools held College Application Month programs and 36,380 students received assistance 
primarily virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Because many students did not fill out event surveys, staff are 
unable to estimate the number of completed college applications. 
College Decision Day South Carolina. College Decision Day is a program that celebrates the college decision of a 
graduating high school senior. CHE staff recruit and provide support to high schools each year to host College 
Decision Day South Carolina events across the state. CHE staff recruit and provide support to high schools each 
year to host College Decision Day South Carolina events across the state. As a result of most schools preventing 
in-person celebrations due to COVID-19, CHE hosted the state’s second Virtual College and Career Decision 
Celebration from April 19th to May 14th. During this four-week period, South Carolina’s high school seniors were 
recognized for their accomplishments during high school, as well as their decision to access post-secondary 
education, military service, entry into the workforce, or training following high school. Multiple congratulatory 
video messages of support were sent to out to high school seniors from college presidents, local celebrities, 
business leaders, and school counselors. In Spring 2021, the month of May was also designated as College & 
Career Decision Month in South Carolina by Governor Henry McMaster. 
State Approving Agency (SAA). The State Approving Agency is a federally-funded program that oversees 
education and training programs for veterans in South Carolina. SAA staff are responsible for approving and 
disapproving programs at the postsecondary institutions where, as of June 30, 2021, 4,295 veterans or their 
dependents receiving GI Bill benefits are enrolled. In addition to program review, SAA staff perform audits and 
site visits to ensure the institutions comply with state and federal rules. 
Functions of the Office of Fiscal Affairs 
Agency Finances. The Fiscal Affairs Division is responsible for the CHE’s financial and operational resources, 
which is approximately $10 million for agency operations with an additional $383 million in pass-through funds. 
This responsibility includes allocating and distributing various funds appropriated for higher education. Tasks 
include accounts payable and receivable, budget management, auditing lottery scholarship expenditures by 
institutions, grant management for three federal grants, and all other activities to ensure compliance with 
federal and state laws.  
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Lottery Funding Administration. The CHE manages and distributes lottery funding to higher education 
institutions. These funds include the state’s need-based grants, merit scholarship programs, and other types of 
student financial assistance. In FY 2020-21, the CHE distributed over $346 million in lottery funding. Because the 
State Treasurer’s office distributes lottery funds quarterly, CHE staff reconcile and track funding requests and 
ensures the timely receipt of lottery funds to institutions for their effective operations. In addition, CHE staff 
annually calculate the needs-based grants distribution to each institution and forecast the scholarship and grant 
need funded by the Lottery Fund each budget cycle.  
Scholarships Compliance. Proviso 3.1 of the annual appropriations act requires verification and audit by the CHE 
for the expenditure of lottery funds. Per the proviso, institutions must be reviewed on a rotational schedule, not 
to exceed three years. During FY 2020-21, staff completed 5 audits that resulted in 4 findings related to eligibility 
and disbursement amounts. As a result of the findings, staff identified $17,500 in funds that should be 
reimbursed to the Lottery Account. The agency completed fewer audits in FY 2020-21 due to travel restrictions 
related to COVID-19 and staff turnover. 
Functions of the Office of Research-Data and Information Technology 
Data – Commission on Higher Education Management Information System (CHEMIS). Established in 1991, 
CHEMIS is a data management system that stores and processes data of the postsecondary institutions in South 
Carolina. Using data uploaded by the institutions to CHEMIS, the CHE facilitates institutional data submission as 
required by the U.S. Department of Education for purposes of the Federal Integrated Postsecondary Education 
Data System (IPEDS). In addition, CHE staff use the data from CHEMIS to perform analyses, respond to 
stakeholder requests, and as a data source for a variety of reports the CHE produces.  
Shared Services. The state of South Carolina has established a series of statewide information technology (IT) 
standards as part of the development and implementation of the IT shared services model. To comply with the 
standards, the CHE entered into an agreement with the South Carolina Department of Administration, Division 
of Technology Operations (DTO) which allows the CHE to participate in the shared services platform. The 
agreement also allows the CHE to comply with the State’s IT policies, procedures, guidelines, and standards. The 
CHE completed its IT migration to the DTO shared service platform on August 6, 2019. The DTO shared services 
platform allows the agency to leverage resources that the CHE does not have access to as a standalone agency. 
The CHE now has access under the shared services model to enhanced security and privacy protection, and a 
host of skilled system engineers. The migration to the shared services platform will yield significant cost savings 
for software, desktops, laptops, servers hardware and maintenance in the CHE’s long-term IT budget. 
The South Carolina Commission on Higher Education’s Statistical Abstract. The South Carolina Higher Education 
Statistical Abstract is a comprehensive, single-source compilation of tables and graphs that report data 
frequently requested by the governor, legislators, college and university staff, other state government officials, 
and the general public. The publication’s goal is to provide timely data concerning higher education in South 
Carolina. The Statistical Abstract includes the most recent statistics on enrollment, degrees awarded, faculty, 
tuition and fees, funding, and other factual data.  
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Ascend 60x30 – The Agency’s Public Agenda 
In February 2021, the Commission on Higher Education adopted its Public Agenda Implementation Plan, titled 
“Ascend 60 x 30,” which has two overarching objectives:  
• by 2030, 60 percent of South Carolinians have a high-quality post-secondary credential
• close and eliminate achievement gaps based on socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, gender,
geographic location, and other indicators.
Over the coming years, CHE staff will implement policies and programs to achieve the public agenda’s 
objectives. In FY 2021, staff began initiatives targeting improving access to higher education, including increasing 
the Free Application for Federal Financial Student Aid (FAFSA) and increasing access to dual enrollment. 
Impact of COVID-19 
Similar to last year, COVID-19 impacted the Commission on Higher Education’s operations. As a safety 
precaution, agency management curtailed staff travel, which affected the ability to perform certain work, 
including performing site visits of licensed and public institutions. The students, institutions, and public the 
agency serves also were negatively impacted, resulting in certain performance targets not being met. The 
agency also has dealt with longer-than-expected vacancies in its workforce, which has impacted operations 
including the agency’s ability to produce reports highlighting the impact of higher education. Moving forward, 
management is optimistic that fiscal year 2021-22 will show an improvement. 
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Strategy 1.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













Percentage of students earning an associate's degree 
in 2 years 57% 59% 57% Percent
equal to or 
greater than Other
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Percentage of students earning a baccalaureate 
degree in 4 years 49% 51% 49% Percent
equal to or 
greater than Other




degree in 4 years 
















Data to inform policy 
decisions to improve 
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FY2020-21 Strategic Plan:
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Promote Quality and Excellence of South Carolina's Higher Education System
Promote on-time degree completion
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal
Strategy 1.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












1.2.1 SmartState Centers Awarded or Maintained 51 51 51 Count Maintain
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30).







Staff report CHE Network
Public, Businesses, 
Institutions
Provides grants to 
renowned researchers to 
help attract businesses 
and investment in the 
state 4500.400000X000 0
1.2.2
Percentage of South Carolina high school graduates 
attending South Carolina postsecondary institutions 
immediately after graduating high school 48% 49% 48% Percent
equal to or 
greater than Other
high school on 
time graduates 
who are also first-
time freshman / 
total high school 







Data to inform policy 
decisions to improve 
access and excellence 
in higher education 0100.010000.000 0
Promote Quality and Excellence of South Carolina's Higher Education System
Enhance South Carolina's Higher Education Standing
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Affordability of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services for Students and Families
Strategy 2.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













Number of financial aid workshops held or attended 
by staff 15 30 15 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 






Report CHE Network Students and families
Provide assistance to 









2.1.2 Number of visits to the Palmetto Calculator 2808 3000 2808 Count
equal to or 
greater than
Calendar Year 
(January 1 - 
December 31)
Total number of 
visits to the 
webpage
getsmartsc.com 
analytics Website server Students and families
Provide assistance to 
students and families to 
understand and 
compare cost of 




Number of events promoting scholarship and grant 
programs 13 25 13 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of events
CHE Program 
Data, Staff 
Report CHE Network Students and families
Provide assistance to 









Assist families with planning for higher education costs
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Affordability of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services for Students and Families
Strategy 2.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Promote high-quality early college opportunities Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












2.2.1 Number of new dual-enrollment sites 12 12 12 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of total sites
CHE Program 
Data, Staff 
Report CHE Network Students and families
Increase opportunity for 
high school students to 
earn postsecondary 
credit while still enrolled 
in high school, thereby 
potentially lowering time 





Number of visitors to South Carolina Transfer and 
Articulation Center (SC TRAC) for dual enrollment, 
AP, IB, and transfer and articulation opportunities 24696 45000 24696 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Total number of 
visits to the 
webpage Site counter Website server Students and families
Provide information to 
students about how prior 
earned credits will 
transfer to a 
postsecondary institution 4500.05000X000 0
FY 2020‐2021 15FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Affordability of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services for Students and Families
Strategy 2.3 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Advance cost-saving opportunities to obtain a postsecondary credential Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













Number of Commission on Higher Education (CHE)-
convened Council of Presidents' meetings to discuss 
and share best practices 1 2 1 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of meetings Staff Report CHE Network
Institutes of Higher 
Learning Presidents 
and public
Allows Presidents to 
convene and share 
ideas and learn about 
higher education system 
in South Carolina 0100.010000.000 0
2.3.2
Number of Chief Financial Officer meetings to discuss 
and share best practices 2 4 2 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of meetings Staff Report CHE Network
Institutes of Higher 
Learning Presidents 
and public
Allows chief financial 
officers to convene and 
share ideas and learn 
from other colleagues 
about higher education 
system in South 
Carolina 0100.010000.000 0
2.3.3
Number of Council of Board Chairs' meetings to 
discuss and share best practices 0 0 0 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of meetings Staff Report CHE Network
Institutes of Higher 
Learning Board 
members and public
Allows trustee members 
to convene and share 
ideas and learn from 
other colleagues about 
higher education system 
in South Carolina 0100.010000.000
The pandemic 
affected our ability to 
convene and hold this 
meeting
FY 2020‐2021 16FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Accessibility of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services
Strategy 3.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













3.1.1 Number of website hits at getsmartsc.com 24812 26000 24812 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Total number of 
visits to the 
webpage
getsmartsc.com 
analytics Website server Students and families
Provide assistance to 
students and families to 
understand and 
compare cost of 




Number of participating families in College Goal 
Sunday 740 700 740 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 







Report CHE Network Students and families
Provide information to 
students about 
postsecondary 







Number of completed Free Application for Federal 
Student Aid (FAFSA)s statewide 34109 32100 34109 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 







Report CHE Network Students and families
The Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid 
allows students the 
opportunity to receive 






Increase family awareness of postsecondary education opportunities
FY 2020‐2021 17FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Accessibility of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services
Strategy 3.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 














Number of South Carolina students participating in 
Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) 
Academic Common Market 137 151 137 Count
equal to or 
greater than
Calendar Year 





data collected as 
enrolled CHE Network Students and families
Reduces tuition costs for 
South Carolina residents 
pursuing certain degree 
programs out-of-state 9600.150000X000 0
3.2.2 Number of innovative academic programs proposed 17 11 17 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 






Report CHE Network Students and families
Creating innovative 
programs drives 
competition and has the 
potential to lower costs 
for students and families
0100.010000.000/45
00.150000X000 0
Partner with institutions and other entities to develop and promote innovations in academic programming
FY 2020‐2021 18FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Promote Higher Education's Value to the State's Economic Growth and Human Capital Development
Strategy 4.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Collaborate with peer agencies and institutions Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 














Number of Education and Economic Development Act 
(EEDA) policy development events 16 34 16 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of events Staff log CHE Network
Students, families, and 
businesses
Connecting higher 
education and workforce 
helps ensure that there 
is demand for 
postsecondary 
credentials after a 
student graduates 4500.050000X000 0
4.1.2
Number of data uploads to Office of Revenue and 
Fiscal Affairs 2 4 2 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 











Increased data so public 
can make informed 





These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal
Strategy 4.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 














Number of reports produced highlighting impacts of 
higher education 0 2 0 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 






Increased information so 
public can make 





The pandemic and 
staff turnover affected 
our ability to produce 
these reports
4.2.2
Number of presentations highlighting impacts of 
higher education 15 20 15 Count
equal to or 
greater than
State Fiscal 









Increased information so 
public can make 
informed decisions and 
policymakers are 
informed 0100.010000.000 0
Analyze impacts of higher education




Strategy 1.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











Percentage of students earning an associate's 
degree in 2 years 57% 59% Percent
equal to or 
greater 
than Other
# of first time freshman 
who complete associate's 
degree in 2 years or less 









Data to inform policy 
decisions to improve 





Percentage of students earning a baccalaureate 
degree in 4 years 49% 51% Percent
equal to or 
greater 
than Other
# of first time freshman 
who complete 
baccalaureate degree in 
















Data to inform policy 
decisions to improve 




FY 2020-2021 Agency Accountability Report
FY2021-22 Strategic Plan:
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Promote Quality and Excellence of South Carolina's Higher Education System
Promote on-time degree completion
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 21
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal
Strategy 1.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 










1.2.1 SmartState Centers Awarded or Maintained 51 51 Count Maintain
State Fiscal 
Year (July 1 - 
June 30).






Staff report CHE Network
Public, Businesses, 
Institutions
Provides grants to 
renowned researchers 
to help attract 
businesses and 
investment in the state 4500.400000X000 0
1.2.2
Percentage of South Carolina high school graduates 
attending South Carolina postsecondary institutions 
immediately after graduating high school 48% 49% Percent
equal to or 
greater 
than Other
high school on time 
graduates who are also 
first-time freshman / total 








Data to inform policy 
decisions to improve 
access and excellence 
in higher education 0100.010000.000 0
Promote Quality and Excellence of South Carolina's Higher Education System
Enhance South Carolina's Higher Education Standing
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 22
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Affordability of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services for Students and Families
Strategy 2.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











Number of financial aid workshops held or attended 
by staff 15 30 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of workshops
CHE Program 
Data, Staff 
Report CHE Network Students and families
Provide assistance to 






2.1.2 Number of visits to the Palmetto Calculator 2808 3000 Count




(January 1 - 
December 31)
Total number of visits to 
the webpage
getsmartsc.com 
analytics Website server Students and families
Provide assistance to 
students and families to 
understand and 
compare cost of 




Number of events promoting scholarship and grant 
programs 13 25 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of events
CHE Program 
Data, Staff 
Report CHE Network Students and families
Provide assistance to 






Assist families with planning for higher education costs
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 23
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Affordability of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services for Students and Families
Strategy 2.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Promote high-quality early college opportunities Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 










2.2.1 Number of new dual-enrollment sites 12 12 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of total sites
CHE Program 
Data, Staff 
Report CHE Network Students and families
Increase opportunity for 
high school students to 
earn postsecondary 
credit while still enrolled 
in high school, thereby 
potentially lowering time 





Number of visitors to South Carolina Transfer and 
Articulation Center (SC TRAC) for dual enrollment, 
AP, IB, and transfer and articulation opportunities 24696 45000 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Total number of visits to 
the webpage Site counter Website server Students and families
Provide information to 
students about how 
prior earned credits will 




These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Affordability of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services for Students and Families
Strategy 2.3 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Advance cost-saving opportunities to obtain a postsecondary credential Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











Number of Commission on Higher Education (CHE)-
convened Council of Presidents' meetings to discuss 
and share best practices 1 2 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of meetings Staff Report CHE Network
Institutes of Higher 
Learning Presidents 
and public
Allows Presidents to 
convene and share 
ideas and learn about 
higher education system 
in South Carolina 0100.010000.000 0
2.3.2
Number of Chief Financial Officer meetings to 
discuss and share best practices 2 4 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of meetings Staff Report CHE Network
Institutes of Higher 
Learning Presidents 
and public
Allows chief financial 
officers to convene and 
share ideas and learn 
from other colleagues 
about higher education 
system in South 
Carolina 0100.010000.000 0
2.3.3
Number of Council of Board Chairs' meetings to 
discuss and share best practices 0 1 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of meetings Staff Report CHE Network
Institutes of Higher 
Learning Board 
members and public
Allows trustee members 
to convene and share 
ideas and learn from 
other colleagues about 
higher education system 
in South Carolina 0100.010000.000 0
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 25
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Accessibility of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services
Strategy 3.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











3.1.1 Number of website hits at getsmartsc.com 24812 26000 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Total number of visits to 
the webpage
getsmartsc.com 
analytics Website server Students and families
Provide assistance to 
students and families to 
understand and 
compare cost of 




Number of participating families in College Goal 
Sunday 740 700 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).




Report CHE Network Students and families










Number of completed Free Application for Federal 
Student Aid (FAFSA)s statewide 34109 32100 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).




Report CHE Network Students and families
The Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid 
allows students the 
opportunity to receive 






Increase family awareness of postsecondary education opportunities
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 26
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Improve Accessibility of South Carolina Higher Education Programs and Services
Strategy 3.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












Number of South Carolina students participating in 
Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) 
Academic Common Market 137 151 Count




(January 1 - 
December 31) Count of participants
Annual review, 
data collected as 
enrolled CHE Network Students and families
Reduces tuition costs 
for South Carolina 
residents pursuing 
certain degree 
programs out-of-state 9600.150000X000 0
3.2.2 Number of innovative academic programs proposed 17 11 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of proposals
CHE Program 
Report, Staff 
Report CHE Network Students and families
Creating innovative 
programs drives 
competition and has the 
potential to lower costs 
for students and families
0100.010000.000/45
00.150000X000 0
Partner with institutions and other entities to develop and promote innovations in academic programming
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 27
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal Promote Higher Education's Value to the State's Economic Growth and Human Capital Development
Strategy 4.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Collaborate with peer agencies and institutions Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












Number of Education and Economic Development 
Act (EEDA) policy development events 16 34 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of events Staff log CHE Network




workforce helps ensure 
that there is demand for 
postsecondary 
credentials after a 
student graduates 4500.050000X000 0
4.1.2
Number of data uploads to Office of Revenue and 
Fiscal Affairs 2 4 Count




Year (July 1 - 











Increased data so public 
can make informed 





These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Goal
Strategy 4.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












Number of reports produced highlighting impacts of 
higher education 0 2 Count




Year (July 1 - 







so public can make 






Number of presentations highlighting impacts of 
higher education 15 20 Count




Year (July 1 - 







so public can make 
informed decisions and 
policymakers are 
informed 0100.010000.000 0
Analyze impacts of higher education




Program Number State Funded Program Title Description of State Funded Program General Other Federal TOTAL General Other Federal TOTAL
0100.010000.000 Administration Agency Operations $2,143,256.00 $20,222.00 $24,719.00 $2,188,197.00 $2,013,200.00 $2,013,200.00
1000.450000X000 Performance Funding
Pass‐thru funding ‐  80% to USC and 20% to 
















endowments have earned. $166,812.00 $166,812.00 $160,592.00 $160,592.00
1002.400000X000 African American Loan Program
Pass‐thru funding ‐ to Benedict College and 






South Carolina. $1,084,899.00 $1,084,899.00 $1,084,899.00 $1,084,899.00
1004.100000X000 Greenville TC ‐ University Cnt
Pass‐thru funding ‐ to Greenville Technical 














supervising education for GI Bill participants $374,714.00 $374,714.00 $348,929.00 $348,929.00
FY 2020-2021 Agency Accountability Report
Budget Responses:
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
FY 2020-21 Expenditures (Actual) FY 2021-22 Expenditures (Projected)
Budget FY 2020‐2021 30
State Funded 
Program Number State Funded Program Title Description of State Funded Program General Other Federal TOTAL General Other Federal TOTAL
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
FY 2020-21 Expenditures (Actual) FY 2021-22 Expenditures (Projected)
4500.050000X000 EEDA
Used internally for projects /programs with K‐
















Centers (Higher Ed. Research sector) $248,227.00 $248,227.00 $885,284.00 $885,284.00
9500.050000.000 State Employer Contributions Administrative fringe $471,034.00 $68,368.00 $89,769.00 $629,171.00 $628,903.00 $54,836.00 $60,424.00 $744,163.00
9600.050000X000 National Guard Tuition Pass‐thru funding ‐ Lottery $2,567,978.00 $2,567,978.00
9600.080000X000 LIFE Scholarships Pass‐thru funding ‐ Lottery $224,640,006.00 $224,640,006.00
9600.090000X000 Palmetto Fellows Pass‐thru funding ‐ Lottery $66,563,386.00 $66,563,386.00







9600.150000X000 SREB Contract Program & Assessments Pass‐thru funding $3,785,183.00 $465,125.00 $4,250,308.00 $6,585,183.00 $6,585,183.00
9600.170000X000 Educational Endowment
Pass‐thru funding ‐ 50% for Palmetto Fellows 
and 50% for needs based grants $24,000,000.00 $24,000,000.00 $24,000,000.00 $24,000,000.00




9802.100000X000 Need Based Grants Pass‐thru funding ‐ Lottery $20,088,239.00 $20,088,239.00
9806.770000X000
CHE‐Commission It Security And 
Technology Upgrades Agency Technology and Security needs ‐Lottery $88,433.00 $88,433.00
Budget FY 2020‐2021 31
H030





























possible. Not related to agency deliverable  Proviso 117.71. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
FY 2020-2021 Agency Accountability Report
Legal Responses:
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Legal FY 2020‐2021 32
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the

















any. Report our agency must/may provide  Proviso 3.1. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso











to be forwarded to the SFAA for approval. Requires a service 11‐51‐190 State Statute Review of process
The CHE may grant an extension of the income tax credit period due to 














someone from our agency must/may serve 13‐17‐40 State Statute
Legal FY 2020‐2021 33
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the









to JBRC. Report our agency must/may provide 2‐47‐40(B) State Statute
The CPIP for each higher education agency must be submitted to JBRC and 








operation of the Centers of Excellence Matching Endowment. Not related to agency deliverable 2‐75‐10 State Statute
Staff and support for the Research Centers of Excellence Review Board and the 
panel of experts must be provided by the CHE. The CHE shall approve all 















records required by the CHE. Requires a service 2‐77‐30 State Statute Administration of program
The CHE must promulgate regulations and establish procedures to administer 
the SC Higher Education Excellence Enhancement Program. Requires a service 2‐77‐50 State Statute Regulations
Legal FY 2020‐2021 34
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Provides guidance for the direct grant program of Gear Up. Guidance includes 
how to apply for a grant, how grants are made, what conditions must be met 





subgrantees. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 76 Federal Statute
Provides definitions that apply to department regulations for the Gear Up and 
ITQ grants. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 77 Federal Statute
Regulates the intergovernmental review of U.S. Department of education 
programs and activities to ensure state and local governments have an 
opportunity to review federal financial assistance. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 79 Federal Statute
Establishes uniform administrative rules for grants. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 80 Federal Statute
General Education Provisions Act ‐ Enforcement. These regulations govern the 
enforcement of legal requirements under the Gear Up and ITQ programs. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 81 Federal Statute
New Restrictions on Lobbying. Provides regulations on restricted activity by 
employees, activity by non‐employees, and penalties and enforcement for the 
Gear Up and ITQ grants. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 82 Federal Statute
Governmentwide Requirements for Drug‐Free Workplace. Provides guidance 
on a drug‐free workplace due to the CHE being a recipient of the Gear Up and 
Itq grants from the U.S. Department of Education. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 84 Federal Statute
Family Educational Rights and Privacy. These regulation set out requirements 
for grants such as ITQ for the protection of privacy of parents and students. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR 99 Federal Statute
Provides specific requirements and rules on the Gear Up grant. Not related to agency deliverable 34 CFR Part 694 Federal Statute
Grants authorization of each state to create or designate a state agency as the 
State Approving Agency (SAA). Not related to agency deliverable 38 CFR 21.4150 Federal Statute
States the responsibilities of the SAA program. Not related to agency deliverable 38 CFR 21.4151 Federal Statute
Provides for the type of expenses that will be reimbursed and nonreimbursed 
under the contract with the SAA. Also requires the submission of an operating 
plan, and provides contract compliance and dispute requirements. Not related to agency deliverable 38 CFR 21.4153 Federal Statute
Prescribes the requirements of the SAA in reporting their activities and the 
contents of the report.  Not related to agency deliverable 38 CFR 21.4154 Federal Statute
Describes the annual evaluations required for the SAA, the development of a 
training curriculum, and the development of qualification and performance 
standards for employees of the SAA. Not related to agency deliverable 38 CFR 21.4155 Federal Statute
Legal FY 2020‐2021 35
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the







someone from our agency must/may serve 48‐52‐865 State Statute
No new program shall be undertaken by any State‐supported institution of 
higher learning without the approval of the Commission or the General 





























universities. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐101‐340 State Statute
Legal FY 2020‐2021 36
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
































institutions with teacher education programs. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐101‐360 State Statute





approved by the CHE. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐103‐110 State Statute
Legal FY 2020‐2021 37
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the









































to attend colleges, and the financial requirements and assistance available.  Report our agency must/may provide 59‐103‐165 State Statute
Legal FY 2020‐2021 38
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the














schools which house an eighth grade class.  Requires a service 59‐103‐170 State Statute Counseling for eighth grade students 
The State Board of Education, the State Department of Education, and the 
state's public school districts and schools shall cooperate with the CHE in 

























friction and misunderstanding. Requires a service 59‐103‐20 ‐ d State Statute Evaluating system of higher education in S.C.
Legal FY 2020‐2021 39
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the





serving the educational needs of the people of the state. Requires a service 59‐103‐20 ‐ e State Statute Evaluating system of higher education in S.C.
The CHE has authority and responsibility for coordinated, efficient, and 
responsive higher education in the State. Requires a service 59‐103‐20 ‐ part 1 State Statute Evaluating system of higher education in S.C.
The CHE shall coordinate and collaborate with the Council of Presidents of 
State Institutions, the council of board chairs of the various public institutions 
of higher learning, and the business community. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐103‐20 ‐ part 2 State Statute
The CHE shall compile and publish legislation applicable to it so that 



















from any public institution must first be submitted to the commission. Requires a service 59‐103‐35 part 1 State Statute Review and submit higher ed budgets
No new program may be undertaken by any public institution of higher 





to carry out this intent. Requires a service 59‐103‐36 State Statute Audit the count of military students at higher ed institutions
Legal FY 2020‐2021 40
Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the










and financial coordination, and library utilization and coordination.  Not related to agency deliverable 59‐103‐40 ‐ part 2 State Statute
The CHE shall establish procedures for the transferability of courses at the 










state and out‐of‐state students. Requires a service 59-103-45(3)  State Statute Review minimum undergraduate admissions standards
The CHE shall develop standards for determining how well an institution has 
met or achieved the performance indicators for quality academic success (59‐




achievement of the standards set for the performance indicators.  Requires a service 59-103-45(4) b State Statute Funding based on performance indicators
The CHE shall promulgate regulations to implement the achievement 













ensure it is within the overall mission of that particular type of institution.  Requires a service 59-103-45(6)  State Statute Approve mission statements for higher ed institutions
The CHE shall ensure access and equity opportunities at each institution of 
higher learning for all citizens of the state regardless of race, gender, color, 
creed, or national origin within the parameters provided by law. Not related to agency deliverable 59-103-45(7)  State Statute
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and commissions dealing with higher education statewide issues.  Not related to agency deliverable 59-103-55 State Statute
The CHE shall make recommendations to the Governor's Office and General 
Assembly as to policies, programs, curricula, facilities, administration, and 








higher education funding formula in the manner the commission shall provide.  Not related to agency deliverable 59‐103‐65 State Statute
The Commission shall make reports to the Governor and the General Assembly 
at least annually on the status and progress of higher education in the state, 
with such recommendations as may be appropriate.  Report our agency must/may provide 59‐103‐70 State Statute
Expenses of the Commission shall be carried in the annual appropriate for the 
State. Commissioners are allowed per diem and mileage as authorized by law 
for members of boards, commissions, and committees.  Not related to agency deliverable 59‐103‐80 State Statute
Executive director must be appointed by the Commission. The executive 












45. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐104‐10(B) State Statute
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
The CHE shall promulgate regulations and establish procedures to administer 
the Palmetto Fellows Scholarship Program and request annual state 


















school for Palmetto Fellows Scholarship.  Requires a service 59‐104‐20(I) State Statute Promulgate regulations for Palmetto Fellows scholarship
The CHE shall administer a competitive grants program to improve 
undergraduate education in SC. The CHE shall promulgate appropriate 




The CHE shall request annual state appropriations for the award.  Distribute funding to another entity 59‐104‐220 State Statute
The CHE shall request state funds and establish procedures to implement a 
program of endowed professorships at senior public institutions of higher 





of South Carolina, shall establish procedures to implement the program. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐104‐240 State Statute
The CHE shall, by regulation, define what constitutes a science or mathematics 
major; the CHE shall annually communicate with high school guidance 
counselors regarding the list of qualifying majors.  Requires a service 59‐104‐25(B) State Statute Promulgate regulations to define STEM majors
The CHE shall request special appropriations to accomplish the conversion to a 
computer‐based automated system at technical college libraries.  Requires a service 59‐104‐250 State Statute
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
The CHE shall encourage the development of joint programs that take 
advantage of the strengths of the public colleges and universities and 













programs. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐104‐40 State Statute
The Research Investment Fund must consist of appropriations to the CHE 















funding as computed by the CHE.  Not related to agency deliverable 59‐104‐440 State Statute
The CHE shall maintain a statewide planning system to address strategic issues 
in public and private higher education.  Requires a service 59‐104‐610 State Statute Statewide planning system for higher ed
The CHE shall establish an Advisory Council on Planning to assist the 
commission and the institutions of higher learning in maintaining planning as a 
high priority.  Requires a service 59‐104‐620 State Statute Establish an Advisory Council on Planning
The CHE shall ensure that each public institution of higher learning maintains 
its individual planning process.  Not related to agency deliverable 59‐104‐630 State Statute
The CEO of the CHE shall develop a prospectus for planning each year. Requires a service 59‐104‐640 State Statute Develop a prospectus for planning
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technology to increase accessibility to clinical education needs.  Not related to agency deliverable 59‐110‐10 State Statute
The CHE shall administer the provisions and the funding of the Critical Needs 
Nursing Initiative Fund. The CHE shall make disbursements from the Fund to 
the institutions or students. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐110‐20(A) State Statute
The CHE shall consult with the members of the ACAP from institutions with 
accredited nursing programs and the chairperson of the SC Council of Deans 










employed. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐110‐40(B) State Statute
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institutions based on faculty need. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐110‐50(B) State Statute
The CHE shall determine and distribute funds from the Critical Needs Nursing 
Initiative Fund to the institutions where the new faculty positions are to be 
located. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐110‐50(C ) State Statute
The CHE shall provide funding for the Critical Needs Nursing Initiative 
Scholarship, Loan, and Grant Program from the Critical Needs Nursing Initiative 





turn shall disburse the funds to the student. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐110‐60(B) State Statute
The CHE shall promulgate regulations relating to distribution and allocation of 





















shall be used. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐110‐80(B) State Statute
Funding for the use of simulation technology and equipment in nursing 
education shall be provided by the CHE from the Critical Needs Nursing 
Initiative Fund based on available funds. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐110‐80(C ) State Statute
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
The CHE and public institutions of higher learning providing nursing education 
may use funds provided for use in these areas that are derived from private or 
federal government sources. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐110‐90 State Statute
If a mid‐year budget reduction is imposed by the General Assembly or the 
State Executive Budget Office, the CHE appropriations for the LIFE Scholarship, 
need‐based Grants, and the Palmetto Fellows Scholarship are exempt. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐111‐25 State Statute
The CHE shall promulgate rules and regulations necessary for the 
implementation of the provisions of free tuition for residents sixty years of age 











































Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
The CHE shall ensure that each qualifying college or university receives its 
proportionate share of the State Higher Education Matching Gift Fund based 




and under the direction of the CHE.  Distribute funding to another entity 59‐118‐60 State Statute
The State of SC, acting through the CHE, shall provide funds to match funds 
from the qualifying college, university, or principal foundation, to the extent of 
available funds, from the SC Higher Education Matching Gift Fund. Distribute funding to another entity 59‐118‐70 State Statute
The college or university must make application to receive state matching 
funds on forms and under procedures prescribed by the CHE.  Not related to agency deliverable 59‐118‐80(3) State Statute
The CHE shall specify by regulation the procedures for submission and 
documentation of requests for matching state funds. Requires a service 59‐118‐90 State Statute Regulations for requests for matching state funds
The CHE shall be responsible for making guidelines available for FY 96‐97 and 
shall promulgate regulations necessary to administer the need‐based grants 















institutions. Requires a service 59‐149‐10(A) State Statute LIFE scholarship regulations
Any funds appropriated by the General Assembly to the CHE or any other 
agency, department, or institution to provide funding for these LIFE 




the institutions which receive these scholarship funds.  Requires a service 59‐149‐130 State Statute Promulgate regulations for the LIFE Scholarship
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COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
All institutions participating in the LIFE Scholarship Program must report their 
enrollment and other relevant data as solicited by the CHE which may audit 
these institutions to ensure compliance with this provision. Requires a service 59‐149‐140 State Statute LIFE scholarship compliance audit
The CHE by regulation shall define what constitutes a science or mathematics 



































universities.  Requires a service 59‐150‐350(D) State Statute
Education lottery appropriations and uses (various items and amounts listed). Not related to agency deliverable 59‐150‐355 State Statute
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, prior approval or involvement of 
the CHE beyond allocation of funds as described in this section is not required 
for use of Education Lottery funds for technology. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐150‐356 State Statute
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
























) State Statute Policies and procedures 
The CHE and the SDE shall render advice and aid to departments and colleges 









and (g) State Statute Program approval standards 
The CHE and the SDE shall adopt program approval standards so that all 
colleges and universities that offer undergraduate degrees in education shall 
require one semester of student teaching and other field experiences.  Requires a service 59‐26‐20(h) State Statute Program approval standards 
The CHE and the SDE shall adopt program approval standards where each 
student teacher must be evaluated and assisted by representatives of the 







to the State Treasurer.  Requires a service 59‐26‐20(j) State Statute Develop a student loan program
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submission of the Board's total budget to the EBO. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐53‐40 State Statute
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to reoccur. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐58‐110 State Statute
A person may appeal the CHE's refusal to issue a license or permit, or 
revocation or suspension of a license or permit previously granted, to the 







the terms of an injunction of not more than $15,000. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐58‐130 State Statute
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The definition of "nonpublic educational institution" does not include 
institutions offering noncredit bearing courses exclusively for avocational 



















its name. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐58‐60 State Statute
























ACAP's progress. Report our agency must/may provide 59‐59‐210 State Statute Create ACAP
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to ineligible students. Requires a service Proviso 11.10. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso Scholarship audit
The CHE is prohibited from expending any source of funds on the marketing of 
the SmartState Program. Not related to agency deliverable Proviso 11.11. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
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fringe benefits for the positions. Not related to agency deliverable Proviso 11.14. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
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average of such funding provided in each SREB state. Report our agency must/may provide Proviso 11.17. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
The requirements of Section 59‐104‐220 of the 1976 Code pertaining to the 
Governor's Professor of the Year Award shall be suspended for current FY. Not related to agency deliverable Proviso 11.18. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
CHE must distribute definition of anti‐Semitism to public institutions of higher 








for the African‐American Loan Program. Distribute funding to another entity Proviso 11.2. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
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grounds of a serious extenuating health condition. Not related to agency deliverable Proviso 11.9. State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
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program may appeal to the CHE. Not related to agency deliverable Proviso 1A.47 State FY 2019‐20 Proviso
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FY 2020-2021 Agency Accountability Report
Services Responses:
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Agency Services FY 2020‐2021 62
Description of Service Description of Direct Customer Customer Name
Others Impacted By the 
Service
Agency unit providing 
the service Description of agency unit
Primary negative impact if service 
not provided
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Agency Partnerships Responses:
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Agency Partnerships FY 2020‐2021 67
Name of Partner Entity Type of Partner Entity Description of Partnership
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Technology Fund Utilization (Proviso 3.5) H.4000
Proviso 3.5 states the following: Prior to the 
utilization of these funds (Technology), institutions 
must certify to the Commission on Higher Education, 
in a manner it prescribes, the extent to which they 
have met this requirement. Not later than one 
hundred twenty days after the close of the fiscal year, 
the Commission on Higher Education shall report to 
the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and 
the Chairman of the House Ways and Means 
Committee regarding the utilization of this provision. Annually Legislative entity or entities
Electronic copy available 
upon request
Operations Manager, S.C. 
Commission on Higher 
Education, 1122 Lady Street 
Suite 400, Columbia, SC 
29201
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